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Dr. White Says
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Brotherhood
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.
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Number 17

Dearth Of Snow Helps, Hinders Carnival
Progress; Ice Revuers Happy About Rain

"Brotherhood is more than a word:
it is something that must be supplemented with deeds as well," said Dr.
Walter White speaking at the annual
Brotherhood Week assembly Monday.
Dr. White, the executive secretary
BY BARBARA wic,GLR
of the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, atThe torrential rains and accompanying hail of the past week
tacked the problem from the standend may have dampened the enthusiasm of some 1953 Winter Carpoint of the effects of prejudice on
nival go-ers, but the cast of the Ice Revue was more than pleased
the thinking of other countries.
, with the results.
China Example
The MOC skating rink has been un-r—
He pointed out that the people of
available for the past few weeks due ; A
China, after a half century of prejuto the snow and warm weather, and VV I
dice, segregation, Oriental Exclusion
ralearsais were at a standstill. The
Laws and the exploitation of Asia by
rain and sub3equent cold spell have
the white people, turned to Russia
greatly improved conditions.
and Communism with the thought of
Irang In Balance
gaining understanding and equality.
Other plans for the coming week FRIDAY,FEB.20
"We now stand in danger of losing
end are hanging in the balance. perd- 1:30 p.m.—Ski events on Mt.
the respect of other peoples because
irg weather conditions. The Winter
Olympus ski slope across river,
of white exploitation in those counincluding varsity meet with Colby.
Carnival committee reports, however,
tries," he added. "In Africa, the bethat only the snow sculptures and ski 6:45 p.m.—Ice Revue and Coronaginnings of the great social and politievents will be cancelled in the event
tion of King Jupiter and Queen
cal revolutions are believed to have
that the long-awaited blizzard fails
Juno.
been caused not by Communism or
to materialize.
9 p.m.-2 a.m.—Intramural Ball,
the so-called 'October Revolution,' but
Jack Curry, carnival chairman, reMemorial Gym.
President Arthur A. Hauck, special guest, and Ben Pike,
because the people are hungry and
ports that floats will not be alternaSATURD
student
announc
AY,FEB. 21
treated like second-hand humans.
er, participants in the opening ceremonies of
tive because they are reserved at presThey turn away from the United
campus radio station WORO Sunday night. WORO is now
9
a.m.—Sn
ow sculpture judging.
ent for the Maine Day program.
States when they hear of the mistreatbroadcasting from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday.
9:30
a.m.—Con
clusion of ski
Twenty-three entries have been subment of colored people here."
events. Women's skating events,
Photo by Crosby
mitted to Rupert Amann, snow sculpQuotes Nehru
MOC Rink.
ture chairman, and the past week
Commenting on a recent talk with
proved that there are many eager 1:30 p.m.—Indoor track meet with
Prime Minister Nehru of India, Dr.
B.U. in the Field House.
beavers among the participants.
White claimed that the color problem
Sigma Chi, Delta Tau Delta, West 4:00 p.m.—Basketball game,
in the United States is the greatest
Hall, and several other housing units
Memorial Gymnasium—Dorm
barrier we face in convincing the
had already amassed huge piles of
All-Stars vs. Frosh.
Indian people of the virtues of
snow before the rains washed the re- 8-11:30 p.m.—MOC Ski Tog
The donation of a console by Mr. Edward Guernsey, manager mains of the recent snowfall into the
America. The lack of this same racial
Dance at Coliseum. Admission
problem in Russia is, according to of radio station WLBZ, highlighted the official opening ceremony gutters. Rumor has it that one enter$.60.
Nehru, making our task even more of campus station WORO Sunday evening at the studios in Stevens prising group arranged to secure their 9-11 p.m.—Sleigh rides leaving
difficult.
raw material from the Old Town snow
from Memorial Gymnasium.
Hall.
removal unit.
SUNDAY,FEB.22
Soviet Propaganda
The ccnsole—an instrument through Notables Attend
Elizabeth Kelso, engineering graph- 2:00 p.m.—Hockey game. MOC
"Not only the Soviet Union," said which all sound must pass before beSeveral campus notables attended
ics instructor, has been selected as the
Rink.
Dr. White, "but many of the foreign ing sent over the air—had been on the hour-long
ceremony along with fifth member of the judging commitnews services are playing up the
loan to the Radio Guild for some radio personalities from Bangor's ra- tee for the sculptures. She
will acracial issues in the United States. An years
by the Maine Broadcasting Sys- dio stations.
company President Arthur A. Hauck,
entirely different picture is seen when tem, an
organization of which WLBZ
President Arthur A. Hauck was the Prof. Vincent A. Hartgen. Jupiter.
one scans the newspapers and talks is an affiliate.
Up until now, the proto the people of other countries."
first
speaker on the program and was and Juno, the king and queen, on their
vision of the loan had been that the
rounds Saturday at 9 a.m.
Dr. White used for illustration of instrument could be recalled at any introduced by student announcer Ben
Weather predictions are easy to
the effects of racial issues in America time. An instrument of lesser quality Pike. Other guests were interviewed
All ciatibie sttakiitN ,s lo
to
come by these days as the student
by Prof. T. Russell Woolley. master
--and particularly the south—the Su- is priced at S2.200.
body looks ahead to the coming week take the 1953 Selective Service Colpreme Court case of several months
Mr. Samuel Henderson, manager of of ceremonies, and each gave a brief cnd.
The Farmer's. Almanac lends an lege Qualification Test should tile apago, in which the possibility of banish- station WGUY, offered the loan of a description of what he thought WORO
ominoas note with its statement for plications at once for the April 23 exing segregation was seen. At the time, turntable and records from his station would mean to the University as a
amination. according to a report rethe month:
Gov. Herman Talmadge, Jr., of to be used for as long as needed by new student activity.
ceived
from Selective Service national
"Plenty
of snow and cold weather
Georgia, stepped forward with other WORO.
(Continued on Page Two)
headquarters.
(Continued on Page Two)
southern statesmen to threaten vioUniversity students may get applilence should the courts attempt to do
cations and bulletins of information
away with segregation in their states.
:ront the campus military committee
or from their local draft boards.
Dr. White concluded by stating that
Deadline for the applications is
"racial prejudice and segregation in
midnight. March 9. However, "early
the United States can, in time, be
filing will be greatly to the student's
overcome without violence. Possibly
a.hartare.- says the report.
the future welfare and existence of our
Ih e,artinations are gise,1 for the
political influence in the world will
"I he quota of the Armed Forces members. lslurtha aided
depend upon what we do about the
that all student and faculty groups, and Mur- use of draft boards which use the re.ts a basis for deciding whether
problem in this country."
Bloodmobile, due here in early March. prospective donors who
still have sub- tha on subscriptions.
the student is eligiMe for defe r- 7ent
has been raised to 179 pints a day, scription blanks should
turn them in Committee Members
-.\ h;i: attn.iing college.
according to Sidney Young. chairman as soon as possible.
Barbara Wiggcr heads the crew to
of the blood committee.
The blcod committee is headed by get parental permission from students .
who have volunteered to donate.
Two pages of this issue have
This increase in the quota has been Young, assisted by William
Hirst, in
been devoted to a special section made possible by the addition of anAssisting Murtha on subscriptions
charge of liaison between the comMaine dropped ii!
on foreign students currently en- other trained nurse to the local staff. mittee
a .....ondand the various pirticipating are Warren Noyes, dormitory men: p'ae •
C.: in the State
rolled at the t niversity.
Is.thella Frazier. women: Charles Sah.H
The original quota was 140 pints a
nie.)1 a: the He;irs lost
boites. military students: Mark Lieber- race
The stories were done by mem- day.
decision to Ba:c% at Lew iston.
ma.,. off-campus students: and Gorbers of the Moine Campus staff New Subscription Goal
I h.. Bobcats roared off to an early
ham Hussey, fraternity men.
not mil, to help make the FM In order to raise these additional
Constance Hirst heads the arrange- lead in the first period on the strength
dents as IIII • • better at
pints, the goal for subscriptions is now
ments section. assisted by Roy Haskell. of some spectacular shooting by
with the-e people f
foreign set at 900. This amount is felt needed
The Univer.tity Library will oh- Larry Stinchfield. and
Audrey Ko- Charlie Bucknam and George Shavelands, Imi also to help direct!, in due to the number of rejections exser.e special hours during the ritzky.
ler and led 28-8 at one time in the
the fight again., Commuitim.
pected because of medical and other Wittier Carnival Week Etul. FriDonald Thompson is publicity di- ope.iing canto.
,will be forwarded to reasons.
The .torit
day the library will be open front rector. He is assisted by Michael
The Bears display ed their be..t brend
the radio .tat ions of the Voice of
Meanwhile James Murtha, sub- 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. The Boyd. Harry Jose. Zinas Mavadone
s. of ball during the second period when
America f
the, will he scription chairman, has announced building will he closrti all day
Preston (Duke) Walters. and Joseph they e'ose,1 the ;eap to lead. .10-ts, at
beamed inside the Iron Curtain. that Assistant Professors Gerald Grady Saturday, and will open S la
Rigo.
t ime. Ragged passing by the
The section will be found on and David Trafford have been named afternoon at I :30 p.m. and 1,91
This is the second annual blood Rankinmen enabled Bates
to forge
a to supervise donations from faculty close at 10:09 p.m.
pages eight nod iii iii'.
drive on the campus.
ahead for good in the third period.

Snow Sculptures And Ski Events
Hardest Hit By Mild Weather

nter Carnival
Program

Donation Of Console Highlights
The Opening Of Station WORO

Deferment Test
Deadline Set

Bloodmobile Quota Increased To 179
Pints; Subscription Goal Now 900
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Donation Of Console Highlights
The Opening Of Station WORO
(Ccostissied from Page One)

\‘.is unable to attend the ceremony.
Mr. Fowles is an instructor in speech
at Caribou High School and had
planned to attend when his airplane
flight vi as cancelled at Presque Isle.
Several selections were sung during the program by the Varsity Singers with Prof. James G. Selwood conducting.
Following the official opening,
WORO remained on the air until 10
p.m. The station can now be heard
on 700 kilocycles at most spots on
campus and will be heard from 8-10
p.m. Sunday through Friday. Programs during this period will consist
of recorded music and campus news
broadcasts.

Orono, Maine, February 19, 1953

Oh Well, It's His
Birthday, Not Ours
George Nifashington's birthday
cowing up Monday will be observed on campus It ith classes as
usual.
Time off from classes on the
legal holiday %vas exchanged a
few yrars ago for a (lay's freedom
from the classroom for winter
carni% al celebration. The winter
carnival holiday officially starts
Friday at 11:35 a.m.
As for Monday, celebration of
the holiday will be restricted to
non-lie telling.

Fraternity Rushing Set To Open
1953 Drive For New Members
BY RON DEVINE

The smile-and-handshake period of fraternity rushing is about
Unkcrsity notables who spoke durto make its annual appearance on the Maine campus. The date has
ing the program were: Dean Joseph
been set for Feb. 26-March 11 this year.
M. Murray, arts and sciences: Prof.
Wofford C. Gardner, head of speech
The Interfraternity Council employs
department; Mr. Howard A. Key°,
a system of pledging freshmen which Each fraternity submits the number of
publicity director; Mr. Charles E.
aims at the elimination of "cut-throat" desired men to the IFC president one
Crossland, director of student and pubrushing. By establishing a fair distri- month
before the rushing period belic relations: Prof. Carl Blake, engibution of the available freshmen
gins.
The
vice president and ex-officio
neering department; and Prof. Brooks
among all fraternities, with mutual
W. Hamilton, head of journalism deand unforced acceptance of the pledge member from the University then inpartment
by both the student and the fraternity, vestigate the claims and submit the
Guild Alumni Speak
and by standardization of the pledging determined quotas to the Council for
technique, much of the unruly and
Two members of the alumni, Bill
approval.
undignified rushing is prevented, acMincher and Bob Patten of radio
Contact between freshmen and frastations WLBZ and WABI respectivecording to IFC policy.
ternity men is allowed from the end of
ly, also attended the ceremony and
Quota Basis
spoke as past members of the Radio
Pledging quotas are based upon the Freshman Week until the beginning
Guild.
expected vacancies in the individual of the formal rushing program, except
houses at the end of the school year. that no frosh may attend any house
Members of the student body who
meal, party or smoker on or off camparticipated in the program were:
pus during this period. No contact
Carol Prentiss, president of the Radio
between fraternity and non-fraternity
Guild; Robert Ellingwood, manager of
The establishment of the Frank P.
students is permitted from 9 a.m. on
station WORO; Mike Boyd, head anProfessor Vincent A. Hartgen,
Preti Scholarship Fund at the Univerthe last day of rushing until the
nouncer of WORO; Gregor McFarlan. chairman of the art department, has
sity
has been announced by President
registration period is completed the
president of the class of '52 which just been appointed regional secretary
Arthur A. Hauck.
following day.
donated the Radio Guild a sum of for Collectors of American Art Inc.,
(Continued from Page One)
Mr. Preti, Portland attorney, and a
Penalties Provided
money to help construct WORO: and a New York organization which works
student engineers, Carver Washburn, to bring American painting and sculp- graduate of the University in the class except for Feb. 20-27 when it will be
A set of penalties has been included
of 1920, has donated a gift of $5,000 comparatively mild."
Albert Beaulieu. and Timothy Wad- ture into the home.
in the constitution of the IFC to premen.
Gorham State Teachers College vent fraternities from breaking rushBy this policy, the association helps from which the fund is to be taken.
Weather Stops Some
The scholarship, to be awarded an- solved their snowless predicament two ing rules. Fraternities may be placed
sustain living American artists and
Due to adverse weather conditions, promotes the cultural growth of the nually by the University Scholarship weeks ago and hauled in snow from on social probation; they may be elima large number of the guests invited country, according to a report received Committee, will be given to "a male surrounding communities to set the inated from intramural competition;
were unable to arrive. Keith Fowles. from the organization.
student on the basis of need, promise proper atmosphere for their winter they may be forced to defer their foran alumnus and the originator of the
Prof. Hartgen has been a pioneer of academic success, physical ability, carnival. The 1953 Committee hopes mal rushing period one week; or, they
idea of constructing such a station, in bringing to the University and and capacity and promise of leader- that it will not be called upon to im- may have their resident pledging quoState of Maine works of art which or- ship and future success."
port snow from Aroostook County tas reduced by as much as one half
Preti has been a prominent attorney which is the nearest surrounding for infringement of these regulations.
dinarily could be seen only in the
Bell Technician To Speak larger cities such as New York and in Portland for more than 30 years "community" upon which they can 'Deferred Rushing'
This system of deferred rushing, as
Boston. It is for this reason that his and is the director of several business rely.
Dr. William Shockley of the Bell appointment is of significance to art concerns and a member of a number
it is called, was established at Maine
Telephone Laboratories will discuss collectors throughout the country, of professional and social organizain 1938. The rules and procedures
Fogler To Be Speaker
"Transistor Physics" at the Maine says the report.
tions.
were prepared by the IFC representachapter of Sigma Xi Tuesday Feb. 24.
tives and fraternity alumni advisers
As an undergraduate, Preti was an At Freshman Banquet
Dr. Shockley will explain the workand accepted by all the fraternities
Here's a safe winter driving hint outstanding member of the track,
ings of the transistor, the new rival from the State Police: Never start cross country, and relay teams, setting
Raymond Fogler. chairman of the through the Council.
to the electron tube and its subsequent fast from an icy or snow-covered spot. a new state and college record in the Union Memorial Fund, will be guest
"During that time (rushing)," says
speaker at the annual Freshman Ban- Patrick H. Dionne, president of the
development into an important e'ec- This tends to pivot the car around the two-mile run.
quet. March 14. in the Memorial Gym. IFC, in a letter to all freshman men.
ironic component.
slower-moving wheel.
A member of Phi Eta Kappa, Preti
Committee heads have been ap- "you are likely to meet more people,
was active in the glee club,"M" Club,
pointed and preparations have started be offered more cigarettes, and forget
athletic association, interfraternity in
order for the event. Dancing will more names than ever before in your
rolITE ILATIES-T filletSTANDING SCREE:\ HITS
council, and other campus organiza- follow
the banquet.
life. You will be entertained and dined
'Ans.
It is hoped that every freshman will in the best fraternity custom, and given
attend this class function.
an opportunity to evaluate fraternity
Frank Foster To Speak
life and the spirit of brotherhood that
prevails."
Dr. Frank Foater of the education Lent Movie Planned
department will speak tonight at 7
"Hidden Treasures," a film depict- Sumner Cahoon has been elected
p.m. to Kappa Phi Kappa, educatian ing the intricate works
of God in His presideat of Sigma Alpha Epsilon for
fraternity. The meeting will be at making of the solar system and
the the spring semester. Other officers
North Estabrooke.
earth's seas, will be shown at New- elected were Karl McKechnie, vice
Dr. Foster's topic will be "Academic man Hall Tuesday at 7 p.m., as an
president; James Wilson, secretary;
%Is ti 1:1111
Freedom in 1953." Galen Kelley, initial program observing Lent.
and Donald Poulin, treasurer.
president,
will conduct the meeting.
Devotions, sermons, and round table
Wed.. Thurs.. Fri.
Refreshments will be served and all discussions will also be included in
Feb. 13-19-20
News? That's what we want! Call
19
Feb.
Thurs.,
members of Kappa Phi Kappa are the program.
3 years in the making!
Ext. 242.
"THE THIEF OF VENICE"
invited.
Carleton Carpenter, Janet Leigh
Maria Montez. Paul Christian
"FEARLESS FAGIN"
The itimIshield wiper blades on
Sat.. Sun., Mon.. Tues.
your automobile must carry added
Feb. 21-22-23-24
6:30-8:30
Jubilant New Musical!
burdens in wintertime. You want
Feature 7:00-9:00
"TI1E JAZZ SINGER"
them ready and able to remove rain,
Color bv Technicolor with
sleet, and snow.
P:T.ny Thomas. Peggy Lee
Fri. & Sat.. Feb. 20-21
from 1:30 Daily
DRINK
rrol Flynn. Maureen O'Hara
Technicolor
"AGAINST ALL FLAGS"

Professor Hartgen
Gets Regional Post

Scholarship Aid
To Be Given In
Honor Of Preti

Snow May Decide
Carnival Activities

PARK AMUSEMENT COMPANY

11

1

BIJOU

STUN')

IMPORTIAT
NOTICE

8.Jou cominuous

PARK
BANG1111

Fri.. Sat., Feb. 20-21
"BOWERY CHAMPS"
‘,.ith the Bowery Boys and
Dead End Kids
Plus Second Feature
"EARLY ARIZONA"
v. ith Wild Bill Elliott
Sun., Mon., Tues.
Feb. 22-23-24
—in El, AT SILVER CREEK"
ith Audie Murphy
(Technicolor)
Plus Big Musical Hit
"EVERYTHING I HAVE IS
YOURS"
Marge and Gower Champion
Wed., Thurs., Feb. 25-26
Gary Cooper in
"LIVES OF BENG AL
LANCER"
Phis
"BEA!. GESTE"
Park Continuous
from 12:30
,.•••••

••

,
,I
,
I,VJNINI
1,14
4.4••• No-

•
•••

Sat. Matinee 2:30; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:00-7:00-9:00
Sun. & Mon.. Feb. 22-23
Spencer Tracy. Gene Tierney
Technicolor
"PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE"
Sun. Matinee 3:00; 6:30-8:30
Feature 3:24-6:30-8:40
& Wed., Feb. 24-25
David Nivens. Glenis Johns
"ISLAND RES(:UE"
6:30-8:30
Feature 6:50-9:00

Thurs., Feb. 26
Peter Lawford, Jane Greer
"YOU FOR ME"
6:30-8:30
Feature 7:00-9:01)

e*•••••••••••••••••••••••••WWJW4ww,..

GRANT'S
Milk

Phone Bangor

2-1601

•

Due to the great interest in the Hughes Cooperative Plan for Master of Science Degrees, time
limit for filing applications has been extended.
Eligible are June, 1953, college graduates and
members of the armed services being honorably
discharged prior to September, 1953, holding
degrees in ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. Those chosen will
obtain Master of Science Degrees while employed
in industry and performing important military
work.

Opera louse
Ends today
2 feature hits—
"ROGUE'S IIARCII"
starring
Peter Lawford, Janice Rule
2nd hit
"SKY FULL OF MOON"
Jan Sterling, Keenan Wynn
Friday and Saturday
"THE MAN BEHIND THE
CL i
starring
Randolph Scott, Patrice
Wymore
Sun.. Mon., Tuic.. Wed.
Tyrone Power, Piper Laurie
"THE MISSISSIPPI
GAMBLER"

Write immediately for application form to:
COMMITTEE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

HUGH ES
RESEARCII AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
Culver City, Los Angeles County. California
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New Professor
'Breaks Ice'In
Freak Manner

University Society
BY MARGIE THOMAS
BY MARGIE THOMAS
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This last week has proved to be a rather quiet one. Maybe
everyone is saving for the winter carnival, or perhaps I am not finding out about all the social happenings on the campus. If this last
thought is the case please drop your news in the campus mail and ,
I'll see that it is printed.
Last Thursday Theta Chi and Col- rill's talk was "Brotherhood In A
vin Hall held an exchange dinner. World Of Hate."
Nine girls from Colvin dined at ThePinned: Elizabeth Pierce to Ray
ta Chi, while ten fellows from the fra- Cross, Sig Ep; Rita Farnham to Bill
ternity ate at Balentine Hall as guests Hunter, Sig Ep.
of Colvin. Following the meal inforEngaged: Beverly Pettengill to
mal gatherings were held at Theta Chi Robert
Parsons, Harvard.
and at Colvin Hall.
Sunday the Balentine sun parlor was
the scene of a Mother-Daughter tea
sponsored by AOPi. The tea was
held for the fall pledges of all the
sororities on the campus and their
sponsors. Jean Meserve was in
charge of the affair. Spiced tea, sandwiches, and cupcakes were served.
The table was decorated along the
An enthusiastic crowd of about
theme of Valentine's Day.
3000 packed the Memorial GymnasiBrotherhood Week got under way um Feb. 11 to hear a concert by the
Sunday evening with the annual Revelers, noted vocal quartet.
Brotherhood Banquet. The supper
The second attraction in the 1952was held in the downstairs dining
room of Estabrooke Hall, with 150 53 University Concert Series, the
attending. Guests of honor were Dr. group presented a program of selecand Mrs. Arthur A. Hauck, Rev- tions by authors ranging from Chopin
erend and Mrs. Elwin Wilson, and to Rogers and Hammerstein. The apMr. and Mrs. Frank Foster. Joan plause of the audience brought forth
LeTourneau was the toastmistress, a total of ten encores from the quartet
and grace was said by Reverend Wil- and their accompanist, Paul Sargent.
The program was divided into six
son. The program consisted of
speeches by Maung Shwe Htoo from groups of selections designed to bring
Burma and Rolando Piezaro from out the talents of the individual memChile. These two students spoke on bers as well as the group as a whole.
brotherhood in their native countries. All four members of the quartet, WilThe HiIlel choir sang several se- liam Hogue and Thomas Edwards,
lections in the Hebrew language un- tenors, David Meyers, baritone, and
Wilfred Glenn, bass, were heard in
der the direction of Phil Nectow.
The main speaker of the evening solo parts.
was Dr. Milton McCorrill, pastor of
The next attraction in this year's
the Church of Universal Fellowship series will be the appearance of bariin Orono. The topic of Dr. McGor- tone William Warfield Apr. 6.

Revelers Score
Success Before
Crowd Of 3000

PAT'S

BY ED JOHNSTON

For a Friendly Lunch

FIRDAY,FEB.20
9:00 p.m.—Intramural Ball,
Memorial Gym
SATURDAY,FEB. 21
4:00 p.m.—Winter Carnival Basketball, Memorial Gym
8:00 p.m.—Ski Tog Dance,
Memorial Gym
MONDAY,FEB.23
3:45 p.m.—Technology Faculty
Meeting, Louis Oakes Room
3:45 p.m.—Panhellenic Council,
Carnegie Committee Room
9:00 p.m.—Senior Skulls, Carnegie
Committee Room
TUESDAY,FEB. 24
7:00 p.m.—Square Dance Club,
Women's Gym
7:00 p.m.—Sigma Xi Banquet,
Balentine Dining Room
8:00 p.m.—Mrs. Maine Club,
North Estabrooke
WEDNESDAY,FEB.25
7:00 p.m.—Sigma Mu Sigma, Louis
Oakes Room
7:00 p.m.—Modern Dance Club,
Women's Gym
7:00 p.m.—Deutscher Verein,
North Stevens, A
7:30 p.m.—Cercle Francais, SRA
THURSDAY,FEB. 26
Fraternity rushing begins
7:00 p.m.—Tumbling Club,
Women's Gym

Seldom does a new employee "break
the ice" in such a manner as Cecil S.
Brown, recently appointed professor
in agronomy. However this time
Brown's greatest concern was that the
ice wouldn't break.
Sunday about 5:30 p.m., Brown
parked his automobile facing downhill
by the Burpee-Davidson Co. store in
Orono and went for a cup of coffee.
Returning for his car ten minutes
later, he saw only wheel tracks in the
- fresh snow leading across the road,
4
I past Craig the Tailor's, and out of
sight.
Brown found his car sitting on Still:, ater River ice about 150 feet from
,hore. Deciding the ice would hold
himself as well as the 3,800 pound
vehicle, he tried unsuccessfully to start
the car. He then went to a nearby
garage and called Old Town for the
nearest wrecker equipped with a
winch.
By this time the snow had turned
to rain. After about an hour's wait for
the wrecker, with fear the ice might
be weakening, Brown talked four bystanders into helping push the vehicle
back as close to shore as possible. In
about an hour, the wrecker arrived
and pulled the apparently undamaged New Forestry Officers
car back on to the highway.
By Monday morning the ice on the
The newly elected officers of the
Stillwater River was too thin to hold Forestry Club for 1953 are: president,
even a human being.
Harry 0. Yates, '54; vice president,
Phillip C. Bowman, '55: secretary,
Richard Brubaker, a senGot FOIlle news? Call Extension Martha Anne Burow, '56; treasurer,
FJss erd C. Seufert.
ior majoring in forestry, gave 242.
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his ground-bound onlookers a
thrill last week when he
climbed the University flagpole
to retrieve the halyard which
had broken in the high winds.
He is a part-time assistant of
Earl M. McChesney, Bangor
forester, who does much of the
University's high climbing.
Photo by Getchell
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College students report that precision-sized Arrow
Gabanaro sports shirts bring them greater comfort—plus
neater, smarter appearance. Gabanaro—washable rayon
gabardine—is available in exact collar sizes and sleeve
lengths, in a wide range of colors, at all Arrow dealers.
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Editorial

Opinionettes
Qura.tiori: How do you keep students awake in your classes?

Only You Can Say

Off-Campus Comments

A Bit Here And Everywhere
BY BOB °STREICHER

It applause is any criterion upon which approval for a
speaker can be based, certainly Dr. Walter White's presence at
the Memorial Gym podium Monday morning was approved by
those who heard him.
But does applause really indicate a person's true feelings?
Or, as Dr. White pointed out, does it simply show a person's
feelings for the moment—feelings which are later subject to
radical change?
In the case of the speaker, was it his philosophy of life—
his conception of Brotherhood—that we applauded? Or was it
the force and eloquence with which he delivered his remarks?
We are inclined to believe it to be a little of both. His voice
was clear and resonant; his subject a thing which would penetrate the most unsympathic heart. And we applauded. We applauded the man for his courage to say what he believes. We
applauded the man for his defense of the downtrodden—a theme
which has long been a favorite with both reader and listener.
But did we believe him? Did we benefit from what he said?
How many of us left Memorial Gym with a new and stronger
meaning for the word "Brotherhood"? How many of us acquired our first meaning for the word?
This is a personal thing. This is something only you can
answer. This is something only you can demonstrate.

Vi-,eeet Illartgen, head of the art
d partinert—"StMerits never fall
asleep in my classes. When I see
someo se nodding. I find something to
scream about. I get very excited to
startle him. I have used the technique
of jumping on to the table to make a
point. I once used a horse's skull to
lecture behind in order to keep my
student' awake."

Now And Yesterday
With America virtually "carrying the world upon her
shoulders" as she gropes along the unsteady road toward world
peace, we might sometimes find ourselves prone to ask, "What
course would George Washington follow if he were here to lead
us today?"
Would he follow the lead of contemporary presidents—
attempting to manage the affairs of other peoples? Or
of
that
would he again close the door and advocate "no entangling
alliances"?
Washington's sole goal during his presidency and later life
was peace for this country. He loved peace and went to every
extreme—including appeasement—to maintain it. For the other
peoples of the world he prayed for peace, but would not enter
into their internal affairs.
He avoided war with France when that country was passing
through its most critical period in history. He avoided another
conflict with England when that country was again threatening
our freedom.
But George Washington was of another age. An age of
ships and muskets and cannon fire. Not jet-propelled airplanes,
battleships, and atomic bombs. He was of an age when Europe
and the Far East were countries far distant from our own land.
Not a few hours from any convenient airport.
So when we think of Washington today, we must think of
him in prospective to our present day and age. We must think
of him first and always as a great lover of peace. But we must
never lose sight of the fact that he, too, was prepared to defend
his country at any sacrifice.
• • •
The Blood Drive Committee announced this week that the
campus quota had been upped again—this time to 179 pints per
day.
There has been a lot of talk around campus that Maine
students didn't do their best last year. The new quota gives us a
chance to answer the skeptics once and for all. There's only one
way to do that—GIVF'
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In the style of the big-city columnists, I'd like to "throw a couple
orchids" to a young couple who, during the past week end, having been
making liars out of those hardened
veterans of the dancing circuit who
claim that a good dancer needs both
feet to carry a beat.
Maybe so, but these two kids have
been swinging a pretty mean leg
around town ... and the female half
of this combo has been doing her
share with only one leg—her other
pin is in a cast!
And, can somebody tell me ... what
makes a guy think, just because he's
sipping a 50-cent brew, that his sideline cracks are more valuable than the
prepared and polished jokes of the
$100-per-week professional who stands
in the spotlight?
It seems, lately, that no matter how
good these out-of-town entertainers
are, there's always a local boy who
thinks he is better. (Some people will
probably wonder what this furor is
all about ... others should get the
point, I hope.)
Thanks to the mailman, I'll be
getting a little rest for a while; that
picture of Marilyn Monroe which I

promised Bub Pert finally arrived.
Frankly, I suspect that Pert was
putting in some time of his own on
that deal ...'cause the photo was inscribed, much to our envy, with a
typical Monroe casualness: "To Bub
Pert, my easiest conquest, Love...
Marilyn." Get that, already! Rrrrrrrr!
Now that television has hit the area
... well, just between you, me, and a
cathode tube, the darndest things are
happening. For the past month or so
I've been assisting by room-mate—a
television repairman—as he makes his
rounds installing TV sets ... and from
what I've seen, video seems to affect
the local cliff-dwellers like home brew
reacts on a freshman—everyone goes
berserk.
For instance, more than once I've
walked into a little three-room flat,
furnished with a few brokendown
chairs and an old oil stove ... and
there is Pere and Mere gazing glasseyed at a 27-inch, combination radiophono-television console worth about
$800!
And I suppose this hysteria will
continue as long as the TV salesrooms
continue to sell sets for a "dollar down
and a quarter per week until death do
us part...."

The Seeing I

An Old Hunger For'Soup'n Fish'
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BY DICK S'TEPHEICS
I guess I'm even more of an idiot
than I thought I was. For months
I've been looking forward to this
year's Winter Carnival Week End and
the Intramural Ball. Now that it's
here, I'm disappointed.
Most guys at least pretend to hate
the thought of getting all trussed up
in "Soup n' fish" for a formal dance.
But me, I love it! There's something
about a tux that makes a guy feel
all dressed up and immaculate ... a
rare feeling for me.
Guess I'm probably the most likely
candidate around for honors as the
Sroanril kimball, head of the de- "Worst-Dressed Man on Campus,"
partin,•nt cf mathema;ies nod as- but don't tell Mother. When I first
trortomy—"Convirxe the student that came to Maine, she hocked all the
vt hat yru are t'aehing is of value, furniture to see that I had all the latest
thus attempting to stimulate their in- rags when I got here. Can you beterest. This is not a major problem in lieve it? ... She had the idea that the
eyir deenrtirent. Th only time we are men of distinction here all wore shirts,
really bothered is during Hell Week." ties, sport coats and pants with creases
in them!
Oh, well, guess I better get back
to the original beef.... And I always
have one, don't I?
I'm disappointed in the Winter Carnival because the dress for the Intramural Ball is semi-formal. Yeh, I
know.
..."Money-bags Stephens," they
call me. Not so!
Here you can rent a tux for around

four bucks. Where I come from, in
Boston, they go for seven or eight.
Here one can pick up a good corsage
for anywhere between two and six
dollars. In Boston the weed patch
sells for a bottom price of four dollars. And, also in Boston, one is expected to drag his date ... or is it
vice versa? ... to at least one nitery
after the dance. And they don't charge
like the local ones, either!
The way I look at it, these production numbers are staged around here
only two or three times a year, and
we'd get a much bigger bang out of
them if we really dressed them up a
little by dressing ourselves up.
If you guys persist in shouting
"Capitalist dog!" at me, try this idea
... A few years ago the Winter Carnival committee presented two dances,
both going on at the same time. One
was formal, the other informal, and
both were crowded. I guess they were
discouraged from using this idea again
because one of the bands dumped
themselves into a snow drift on the
way to the job, and the crowds from
the two dances had to be packed into
only one sardine can....Then again,
what would have happened if only
one band had been hired in the first
place?
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Men's Mess Hall Goes Coed
BY MORT CAPLAN
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Jaynes Gillespie, instructor in
spee7h—"Some student-. HI 'interestin:t illustrations.' We can always
raise the voice or slap a piece of paper. Nothing is too drastic."
B. njamin Speicher, head of the
department of zoology—"That is a
good question. Beyond the fifth row,
it doesn't make any difference. If you
wake up anyone while they are asleep,
you'll only suffer. Being a zoologist,
could bring in a skeleton."

Man's last sanctuary, the mess hall,
has been violated. No longer will it be
necessary to look at the Sunday-morning-after-Saturday-night face of your
roommate over your coffee.
As a result of a new system instituted
last Sunday by Vance Williams and
the Dorm Council it is now possible
for an enterprising male to invite a
female over to his mess hall for the
Sunday noon meal. This privilege is
also being extended to inhabitants of
the dormitories on the south end of
the campus.
Last Sunday, a total of eight girls
were asked to the Commons and New
Cafeteria while eight boys had dinner
at Estabrooke. All reactions were
favorable.

The girls universally agreed that
the portions arc larger at the men's
cafeterias. There is a rumor that after
a smile from a red-headed guest, the
fellow serving the ice cream tried to
push the whole five-gallon container
on to her tray and 'was barely restrained in time by the cafeteria
manager.
The boys who were guests at the
Estabrooke dining hall were amazed
to find girls eating off plates and being
served their meals by beautiful waitresses. This may not improve the
quality of the food, but it certainly
seems to.
1he idea of exchange dinners is a
commendable one.
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Control Of Sports Suspensions
Held By IFC At Special Session
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WSGA Holds Group Discussion
On Personal College Standards

The Interfraternity Council, at a special meeting Tuesday evening, voted down the proposal of the Intramural Athletic Association
that would take from the IFC the power to suspend a fraternity from
participation in intramural sports as a penalty for infringing the
rushing rules.
The provision in the Council's constitution states that any fraternity
breaking the regulations of their rushing rules shall be subject "to elimination from intramural competition for
a minimum of one month and maximum of one semester."
Some time ago the IMAA questioned the IFC's jurisdiction over enforming such a penalty. The association tees that they alone should have
the power to handle all matters dealing with sports on campus.
Fraternities Vote
At the time of the IMAA's request
that the 'EC drop this provision from
their statutes, the council took the
necessary steps toward a constitutional
amendment, entailing a discussion in
the individual fraternities and a vote
at the next regular meeting.
It was brought out in Tuesday evening's discussion that there are other
means by which the IFC can control
the actions of fraternities during rushing. A fraternity can be placed on social probation, or it can have its pledging quota reduced and its rush week
cut.
Would Weaken Power
Someone then made the observation
that to drop the penalty would weaken the council's power to enforce the
rushing rules since some houses place
more emphasis on sports than on social events; hence, they would not
have as much respect for the social
restrictions which might come as a
result of infraction of the regulations.
It was decided after considerable
debate that, in the opinion of the IFC,
the measure is under the jurisdiction
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of the council and is necessary for
proper enforcement of the rushing
rules.

Sophomore Prom Plans
Theme Of 'Underwater'
"Underwater" is the theme set by
the sophomore class for its dance
March 13 in the Memorial Gymnasium. Bob Percival's band will provide
the music, and two free tickets will
be supplied to each sophomore.
Elizabeth Pierce is chairman of
decorations; Al Noyes in charge of
tickets and programs; Margary Booker, Bruce Munn, and Maurice Provost will cover the other arrangements.
Today's news may not be news tomorrow. Call us today at Ext. 242.

A group discussion of "personal
standards" at the last Women's Student Government meeting brought the
general opinion that college has the
particularly beneficial effect of making
us think about and perhaps revise
our standards.
Led by Mrs. H. B. Kirshen and
Janice Griswold, the group discussed
some of the problems relating to personal standards hich arise in campus
life.
Dishonesty, cheating in exams, obtaining excuses under false pretenses,
excessive cutting of classes, gossiping,
and accepting responsibility in a group
were some of the topics. On these
Emma-Jean Betterley, '56, subjects the group indicated that inMasque neophyte, who will star dividual standards should go beyond
in George Bernard Shaw's the mere observance of regulations.
If personal standards were higher,
"Saint Joan" Mar. 18-21.
the group agreed, there would be less
need of rules and regulations.
Any sophomore interested in beSome of the ways suggested to
coming an assistant manager of base- spread high personal standards inball has been asked to call or see Ed cluded talking things over in informal
Lyon, ATO.
"bull session" style, setting a good

example personally and actively working to prevent dishonesty among
others.
In a business meeting which followed the discussion, the foilowing
were elected to the nominating committee: Beverly Pettengill, senior, Joan
Reed, junior, Pat Sweeney, sophomore, and Nancy Gentile, freshman—
all council members. Non-council
members elected were Maxine Dresser,
senior, Joyce Hobbs, junior, Shirley
Kirk, sophomore, and Gwen Bryant.

Sezak Attends Panel
Sam Sezak, Assistant Professor of
Physical Education at the University,
attended the New England Camping
Convention in Boston, Mass., Feb. 6
to 8. At this convention Prof. Sezak
was a member of the discussion groups
on camp leadership, administration,
and supervision.
Prof. Sezak is the originator of a
course in camping here at the University.

MY QUESTION TO THE G-E STUDENT INFORMATION PANEL:

"What educational training opportunities
are available to engineers in General
Electric?"
... JAMES H. ROBBINS, University of Florida, 1953
The answer to Mr. Robbins' question, presented at a student information meeting held in July, 1952 between G-E personnel and representative college students, is printed below. If you have a question
you would like answered, or seek further information about General
Electric, mail your request to College Editor, Dept. 221-6, General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

M. M. BORING, Engineering Services Division... In
General Electric the engineer has his choice of engaging
in either Company education programs or in graduate
study in nearby colleges and universities.
The Company programs are based on material directed
toward better fitting the engineer for a career with the
Company. He will gain first-hand knowledge of industry,
come in contact with many different products and types
of work, and associate with top-flight engineers.
General Electric actively encourages college graduate
study, and when this study applies to the individual's
work, on approval by his departmental manager, provisions are made for refunds of one-half tuition costs upon
satisfactory completion of courses.
The technical education programs in G.E. may be divided into two main categories: the advanced technical
programs, where carefully selected students (any engineer may apply) are given intensive training; and the
general and specialized technical courses, available to all
Company engineers.
The objective of the advanced technical programs—
Creative Engineering, Advanced Engineering,and Process
Technology—is to impart an understanding of fundamental scientific principles and their application to particular problems, as well as to encourage a basic approach
to these problems and promote confidence in the engineer's own ability.
The Creative Engineering Program is directed toward
developing creative and inventive abilities, and a logical
approach to design problems by definition, search, selection, and evaluation.

Organized to develop topflight engineers, the Advanced
Engineering Program provides
an opportunity to study fundamental physical principles
and advanced mathematical
methods in the areas of electrical and mechanical engineering.
The Process Technology
Program, concerned with chemical,chemical engineering,
and metallurgical fields, acquaints the engineer with
laboratory and engineering groups, with activities in many
locations, and with various product businesses of the
Company.
The category that includes the general courses is designed to acquaint engineers with the engineering aspects
of marketing, manufacturing, and application engineering as well as providing less intensive courses on fundamental principles. The specialized technical courses provide intensive study for engineers permanently assigned
to operating departments in such fields as servomechanics, heat transfer, and magnetic design.
In addition, educational opportunities are offered
engineers by our Manufacturing, Marketing, Employee
and Plant Community Relations, and other divisions.
Besides having the opportunity for educational development, the engineer in General Electric is given a good
job with plenty of responsibility, sound training for a
lifetime career, opportunities for careers in widely varied
phases of science and engineering, a good place in which
to work, and a place in which to lead a well-rounded life.
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Foreign Students Express Liking For United States
Neville Bittar Likes U. S. Freedom Best

Venezuelan Native Still Amazed
At Teamwork,Distance Phoning

BY MARGIE THOMAS

Freedom, both social and physical, is the outstanding feature
of the United States, according to Neville Bittar, foreign student
BY BARBARA WIGGER
After five and a half years of these United States, John Aldrey, from Lebanon.
With a history of strife and inter- pursue there. Included among the
21, a native of Caracas, Venezuela, is still greatly amazed by the
national antagonism left behind him seven subjects each year which they
ease of long distance telephoning, the high standard of living, and in the Middle East,
the 17-year-old must study is the requisite of at least
the teamwork that characterizes the major difference between his student is well qualified to compare three
foreign languages.
native culture and ours.
the real meaning of the word "freeA Dairy Technology student at the
University, Aldrey feels that his decision to study in this country was the
greatest step in the right direction he
has made, and is an advisable measure for any other person in his situation who has adequate opportunity.
Although his years in the United
States have helped him personally and
he would like to settle here eventually,
Aldrey feels that his greatest contribution upon graduation will be to return
home and voice his observations to
his countrymen.
Aldrey's impression of democracy
is a sound one, but he believes that
such a system will not become effective in Venezuela for some time. The
people must be educated to appreciate
the principles of self government betore the Junta, or military rule, can
be replaced.
The last president, now in exile, was
removed by jealous military men beJohn Aldrey
cause many of his reforms didn't coincide with their selfish plans. With the
military rule, there is no freedom of U. S. Americans have a broad propress or speech, and military service gram of physical education, with much
is compulsory under a selective service of the activity coming within school
program of five years beginning after
hours, whereas any intramural or inthe 18th birthday.
Freedom of religion is permitted, terscholastic sports in Venezuela take
however, and there is little minority place after school or on week ends.
discrimination. Recently, European Social Customs Differ
The greatest degree of difference
immigrants have arrived to work in
agriculture, since the native popula- between the two countries appears to
tion is employed almost exclusively be in the social customs of each.
in the more prosperous oil fields. This Aldrey's greatest struggle in adjusting
influx of immigrants is liable to in- to the United States came when he
crease the amount of discrimination, attended Charlotte Hill Military Academy, Maryland. His lack of English
said Aldrey.
was a decided hindrance, but his lack
Compares Education
Comparing education in the two of social knowledge was by far the
countries, Aldrey pointed out similari- greatest stumbling block. He had difties such as compulsory attendance ficulty in comprehending the freedom
until high school graduation and gov- of American girls of high school age,
ernment supported institutions. How- since in Venezuela a girl is socially
ever, in Venezuela, even the colleges restricted until engaged, if not until
and universities are free—although married. But, he admits that with the
they are limited in number. These new generation arising in Venezuela,
universities are highly accredited, and and the influx of U. S. ideas, this polthe school in Caracas is especially fa- icy is rapidly dying out.
vored for technology and medicine,
In summarizing, John Aldrey, now
but a degree from a United States col- a typical American college student
lege receives preference.
who gives away his heritage only
Pre-college education is more formal through the Spanish accent which
in his native country, with all students colors his speech, disclosed that he
pursuing the same course of study. "likes the United States mainly beThere are more courses and better cause of the friendliness and cooperapreparation for advanced study, he tion of its people, and intends to befeels. The greatest difference comes come a citizen once his job is done at
in the emphasis put on sports in the home."
•

Brown & White Paper Co.

dom."
Born in Palestine
Born in Palestine, Bittar lived there
until the hostility of the Arabs and
Jews made that country unlivable for
his family. They moved to Beirut,
Lebanon, where the going was a bit
easier, and three years ago, Bittar
found it possible to come to the
United States to study.
Different Life
Many aspects of American university and social living fascinate this
Lebanese who was raised in an environment far removed from that of
the average American student.
In Lebanon, says Bittar, there is a
great lack of social life in college
compared with the United States. The
main reason behind this, he adds, is
the heavy curriculum students must

Unlike Lebanon, where parental
obligations are much greater than in
America, young people here have considerable more freedom of movement
than those in his home land, he says,
and, at the same time, "get away with
much more."
Ardent Sports Fan
An ardent sports fan, Bittar points
out that the only new sport he found
here was football. His favorite pastime is swimming, although with winter conditions as they are locally, he
spends most of his spare time reading.
And speaking of winters, especially
Neville Bittar
Maine winters, they are the most unusual thing about the United States,
according to this man from that part deal and is quick to say that it's a
of the world where sand and sunshine "wonderful" country. But for the
are as common as snow and sleet are changeable Maine winter, he has only
here.
one comment: "I can't keep up with
He likes the United States a great it."

Confusing, But Nice, Says Pusa Strand
BY TONY SHANNON

A familiar comment among Europeans newly arrived in this country
is that Americans are gay—not as
serious minded as people of other
countries.
It has also been said that Americans
are quicker to accept a "foreigner"
and make him feel at home.
And so it has been with Ragnhild
Turid Strand, a tall, slender, 20-yearold blond beauty from Oslo, Norway,
as she disclosed some personal impressions after six months of "America in
Maine."
A foreign student here. Ragnhild,
or Pusa (Norwegian for Kitty) as she
is known to friends on the Orono campus, is somewhat puzzled regarding
the American way of life. But she's
particularly pleased with what she
calls "the friendliness of people here
in Maine."
Ragnhild Strand
Studying on a home economics
scholarship, Pusa arrived at the UniShe likes the variety of food she
versity in September, but unless her
fund is renewed, she'll be heading has been served at Maine and regrets
back to her native land come Septem- that her country, because of its size,
must rely more upon imports for its
ber or October.
A naturally friendly girl reflecting daily consumption, rather than home
plenty of good humor, Pusa has found grown products.
Highlights in Pusa's activities since
the Maine climate quite similar to
that of Norway. But one advantage her arrival at the University have been
• she feels Americans have over her as numerous as they've been confuscountrymen is an abundance of fresh ing.
fruits and vegetables.
"There's so much to do here," she
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says with a twinkle in her dark blue
eyes, "that I can't keep up with it all."
But thus far, a Winter Carnival at
Dartmouth with a Norwegian friend
and fall house parties here at the University have remained outstanding in
Pusa's mind since her American debut.
A child during the German occupation of her homeland, Pusa dimly recalls the events which took place during those troubled years. Aside from
great squadrons of planes which "I
saw each day in the sky," the daily
routine of her life during the war
years remained undisturbed.
Like so many other girls, Pusa
enjoys reading, dancing, and outdoor
sports, and, she offered somewhat
coyly, "I've become quite fond of
American cars. You have so many
more here than we have in Norway.",
The daughter of an Oslo dentist,:
Pusa attended business college for a
year before coming to Maine. Registered as a freshman, she hopes to work
for awhile in America before returning home.
When asked where she would like
to work in this country, she immediately replied, "California!"
"It's the American state Norwegians
hear most about." And, she added
laughingly, "I had never heard of
Maine until I knew I was coming
here."
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BY ED JOHNSTON
How would you like to take a boat
to Brazil ten days from now to study
in one of their universities ... you
know no Portuguese... you have a
wife, a year-and-a-half old daughter,
and another child due to be born less
than three months after you leave...
and you would not be returning to
your home for a year???
Paulo S. de Souza of Lauras in
Southern Brazil faced a situation like
this last September. The Brazilian
Government selected him to come to
the United States to study for a year.
De Souza, who is the director of an
experimental farm in Itabira, was
notified ten days before his ship left
for New York.
Much Red Tape
In that time, he had to get through
the "red tape" of obtaining credentials
for his trip and move his family to his
parents' home. De Souza tried to get
a time waiver in order to learn English
before he came to America, but was
told he could learn the language from
the boys in the dormitory here, and
so it was.
De Souza decided to come to Maine
to study. Among the many crops that
are grown on his farm, such as citrus
fruits, potatoes, corn, grapes, cotton,
rice, and vegetables, de Souza is most

from Gammon Institute, School of
Agriculture ... a college founded and
run by American Presbyterian Missionaries. While in college, he was
very active in sports. He was outstanding in track, setting a pole vaulting record for colleges in Brazil
(13' 3.5") which was broken last
November by his brother.
In 1948 de Souza was selected by
the Minister of Agriculture to set up
and be director of an experimental
farm in Itabira. On the isolated tract of
land
• designated, de Souza supervised
the correuction of all the buildings
and the construction of a railroad
j from the nearest city to his farm.
! Here de Souza supervises all the government experimental work assigned
him plus some he originates himself,
and is director of the extension service
in his area.
I Snow Scare
When de Souza returns to Brazil
Paulo S. de Souza
next September, he will take with him
the memory of Maine's snow. De
interested in potatoes. Brazil, at pres- Souza expressed
his fear of slipping on
ent, imports all its seed potatoes, but the first snow
he had ever seen as he
de Souza believes they can produce came out
of the Strand Theater durtheir own. He is now studying for a ing the first
snowfall last fall.
master's degree in botany.
De Souza will return to Maine in
Cood Scholastic Record
1956 to receive his master's degree
De Souza, who is now 28, graduated after doing his thesis work in his home
in 1947 second highest in his class country.

Japanese Student Admires Lack
Of Discrimination In United States
BY ASHER KNEELAND

Ian G. Kinoshita, 23 year old Japanese foreign student and
member of the class of'56, says he has never experienced discrimination in his five months in the United States.

Ian came to the United States and •
the University with the help of Lt. member of the International Club of
Col. Herbert S. Ingraham, now an which he was elected vice president.
instructor in the Military Department.
Another instance of his popularity
He and the colonel met in Japan and
is his election to the General Student
became friends. Kinoshita obtained a
Senate as representative by the memscholarship to study in America.
bers of his dormitory.
Now a major in mechanical enHis work in these two organizations
gineering, his work in Japan for the
brought him in close contact with
has
U. S. government was along the same
other foreign students from all counlines.
After coming to the west coast by tries.
ship, he flew to Maine with only a Final Comment
"Most foreign students seem to have
one night stop-over in New York City
trouble
with language and customs
and since has seen very little of the
at first. And some Oriental students
country outside of central Maine.
are very sensitive about any thing
Ile Likes U. S.
Kinoshita says, "The part of the that hints of discrimination. Yet I
United States I have seen impresses have never heard of a real case of
me as a very comfortable and friendly discrimination, it is all their imagination," Kinoshita added.
country."
"I have met quite a few people who.
He finds the students here different
asked me questions about Japan.
have
from those in Japan. American students are more active in extracurricu- Korea. the Far East situation, and
lar activities, social affairs and student the relationship between Japan and
America. I think it is a fine thing
government.
Asked to compare Japanese and that students here are interested in
American student governments, he international relations and in promoting friendship and understanding besaid:
"Here the student government or- tween countries."
ganizations are more constructive than
those in Japan. Japanese student Soldati Shows Film
organizations and those in other countries have much to learn from student To Management Club
BY RALPH CLARK
I iitical activity, he said the United
government
in the United States."
"The winter is hot here compared to
Reno Soldati, representative of the
' States was a much better country in
Active
On
Campus
my country," Finnish student Veikko
Trackson Company, showed a film on
regard to public thought and the nonlie has joined in extracurricular the
Saraknotu, remarked. "I haven't been
operation of refuse disposal by
censorship of newspapers and magaactivities himself, becoming an active
able to do any skiing here this year."
sanitary fill at a meeting of the Pubines.
This aspect of Maine life seems to
lic Management club Feb. 12.
Sarakutno emphasized that Finland,
be the only fault the exchange student
Soldati discussed the equipment recontrary to popular belief, was not
has found in this country since his
quirements of towns and the econobehind the Iron Curtain. "Finland Lewiston High School
arrival last summer.
mies possible by the use of proper
could not be free if it were not for the Wins Debate Tourney
"Vic." as he is known to his friends,
equipment.
United States and its policies in my
is studying mechanical engineering.
Norris W. Stilphen presided over
The Lewiston High School debate
country," he said.
Likes Automobiles
team was awarded the trophy Satur- the meeting at which only nine club
Missed Ski Team
In Finland. he was connected with
Returning to his favorite sport, day as winners of the Fifth Annual members were present. The president
an automobile plant and is especially
skiing, he regrets he is unable to be on Maine High School Debate tourna- said that he would like to encourage
interested in the Studebaker line, the
more members to attend future meetthe ski team here at the University. ment.
sole American product sold by his
About 100 students from thirteen ings.
It's a University ruling that in order
firm. Vic expects to work at the
to be a member of an athletic team, high schools competed in the UniversiStudebaker plant in this country this
one must have attended the school ty sponsored tournament which started
summer and will return to Finland
Friday and ran through Saturday
for at least a year.
in the fall.
"The only skiing I have done is a evening. Dr. Wofford G. Gardner.1
Meanwhile, he's fast becoming aclittle in the woods. Even there, due to head of the department of speech, was I
quainted with students and the State
this mild winter, there is no snow. I tournament director.
of Maine. He has been traveling a
Judges for the finals were Dr. Himy
scraped the bottom of my skis on the
good deal and according to Saraknotu,
Kirshen, head of the Department of
rocks."
Veikko
Saraknotu
his doing this is an excellent opporEconomics and Sociology, Dr. Gardtunity for Finland and the United
ner, and William L. Whiting, assisting
The
Rev.
Fr.
Protoplapa
the
s,
dorm
are nice and very helpful,"
princiStates.
director
of debate.
pal
of
the Oblate Seminary in Bucks"It gives me a chance to spread h: added.
The Maine Debating Council and
port,
was
the
speaker
at
the
Graduate
(Red),
White And Blue
goodwill," he said.
Pi Kappa Delta were the student asMeetioning a contrast between the Students Association meeting Friday sociations assisting
"1 like this life of the University.
in judging the elimevening.
His
topic
was
"The
Scope
of
e learned a lot. And the fellows in Russian and American systems of poination rounds.
Ecclesiastical Education."

Saraknotu Calls Maine Winters 'Hot'
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From New-York to New Zealand, college graduates converge
on "The
Retailing Center" to train for an exciting, rewarding career—in
just
one year! Retailers need you—and look to our graduate
school—
for future advertising managers, buyers, merchandise managers,
executives, store managers, personnel administrators, researchers. fashion
Prominent retailers send their sons and daughters to the N.Y.U.
Retailing to help carry on the family business successfully. School of
Our
year Master's Degree program includes courses in all branches of oneretailstore management, under well-known specialists. plus 10 full
weeks of
supervised executive training, with pay, in leading New York
stores.
plus valuable store and market contacts.
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nee Corp.
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Blood Committee Member Gives Current Campus Craze Concerns The Conundrum;
Reply To Some Drive Questions It's Carried On Where Casual People Congregate
To the editor: In reference to the
This year our quota is 144 pints or
The answer to this last conundrum
By RALPH CLARK
or during the quarters of a basketball
is this: Jones was listening to the
game.
letters pertaining to the results of last 24 pints per hour.
A big Indian and a little Indian are
It begins when some one comes up radio in his car, when a quiz program
Near's blood drive; we of the ComIn addition, we are hoping to add atching television. The little Indian
behind
you, taps you on the shoulder, called his home and a man answered.
an
extra
nurse
and
step
our
quota
up
mittee feel that certain facts must be
is the big Indian's son, but the big
and
says,
"I've got a conundrum for It's not so difficult!
made known which should clarify the to 179 pints per day. (Which they Indian is not the little Indian's father.
Here is another gem. A man who
you."
Immediately,
if you are one of
have
done.
Ed.'s
note.)
figures ‘chich have been given.
What is their relationship?
the many enthusiastic fans of the works on the 23rd floor of an office
Our
record
last
year
is
not
to
be
man
walked
A
named
Sam
into
a
In the first place, the staff of the
game, you sit down and listen carefully building gets off the self-operated
actual unit is limited to six nurses and scoffed at. Compared to other col- bar and asked for a drink of water. to every detail that is told you.
elevator on the 18th floor every mornleges,
perhaps,
it
is
not
as
impressive,
The
bartender
pulled
a
gun
from
one doctor. This small number is due
ing
and walks up the remaining five
Here
is
another
example.
Jones
to the lack of both nurses and financial but it must be kept in mind that their under the counter and pointed it at
floors. Why?
was
driving
to
work
one
morning.
He
facilities
are
much
greater
than
ours.
Sam.
Sam
said,
"Thank
you,"
and
resources in this particular area. In
It's against all rules to tell you,
It is the sincere belief of the com- wa'ked out. Why did he say "Thank was nearly to his office when he
addition, it is up to the committee to
realized
his
wife
was
home
with
anbut
here is the answer. The man is a
you"?
mittee
that
this
year will give us a
supply six students nurses per day,
other man. Jones turned the car midget, and he can't reach the 23rd
plus others to help with the typing, total which proportionally will be Current Pastime
Wherever particular people con- around and went back to his home button.
something to brag about.
canteen, etc.
gregate,
these problems, called tech- and shot the man—a man he had
A typical bull session will alwa)s
This can only be accomplished with
This is difficult due to the fact that
never seen before. How did Jones end up with a conundrum like this:
nically
"conundrums,"
are
the
curit is desirable that these people work the one hundred per cent cooperation
know the man was with his wife?
rent pastime.
A woman is locked in a room with
six hours rather than shifts of three of the students and faculty of the
A product originating in the girls' Must Play Fair
absolutely
no possible means of esU. of M.
hours.
dormitories, the brain-racking game
If you play the game fair, you cape. There are no windows, no skyCONNIE HIRST
It is quite plain to see that many
is fast finding its way all over the cam- must not be told the answer. You lights, and the door is strongly barred.
people, especially the student nurses,
pus.
work out the solution alone, asking The next day, when her adversary
do not have that kind of time to give.
Take it easy when your car is apThis is how the game is played. any question which may help you solve came to let her out, she was not to be
Last year's quota per day was 100 proaching grade crossings. Motorists The time and place of the game is the conundrum. This is the most try- found. She had completely disappints or slightly over 16 pints per are reminded by the State Police that, incidental. It may take place in the ing part of the game. Conundrum peared. What happened to her?
hour. Under those conditions we were with car windows closed, you may not middle of a bull session, in the locker games have lasted hours just on one
The questions asked will be similar
over the quota required.
hear train mhistles.
room, over a coffee at the Bookstore, problem.
to these: Was any trace of her body
found? Was there a trap door? Did
she have the measles and break out?
sure,
Sorry, you are wrong, the answer
r.ot quite
contused andtest —
is the radiator. You don't think this
yeilre
teartrig
doubt
the
beyond a
Applyconvinced
can possibly be correct? Think again.
Poor
best t
Voult be Luckies are the
The radi-ate-her.
tbe. ocean treasure,
explore
ihat.
ben' nicen ships and
Strikes
If you have had enough, try just
pleasure!
For asu
try Lucky
smoking
LaLnerbzich
long
one
more.
I take. deep-down
Ec:.varcl S.
For
Blond Trouble
Henry was out for a drive in his
Michels, Jr.
Harold
College
new Lincoln one day, when he saw
State
Iowa
two curvatious blonds hitch-hiking.
Being a friendly person, he gave them
a ride. He told them that he was
going for a solo flight in his piper
cub and asked them to join him.
They did.
While in the air, Henry heard over
his radio the startling news that two
women had escaped from the State
Hospital three miles from where he
picked the girls up.
He glanced quickly at the girls and
decided to bail out, leaving the plane
in the hands of the girls, who knew
nothing about airplanes. What happened to the girls?
You'll never guess the answer.
They were bats and flew away.
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LUCKPES
TASTE BETTER:
and

Cleaner, Fres-her, Smoother!

Library Stacks Get
New Coat Of Tile

Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke?
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment.
And you get enjoyment only from the taste of a
cigarette.

New tile flooring is being installed
in the stacks of the library.
The entire floor area of the stacks
is being covered with brown and tan
tile squares, according to the original
floor plan of the building.
Reason for the work is to decrease
the amount of dust collection brought
about by the cement flooring which
is being covered.
Library personnel are happy about
the change since "walking on the cement floor" was "like pounding a beat"
and was hard on shoe leather.

Luckies taste better —cleaner, fresher, smoother!
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And,
what's more, Luckies are made of fine tobacco.
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco.
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ...
for better taste—for the cleaner, fresher, smoother
taste of Lucky Strike...

Be I-lappy-GO 1.1110011

Radio Guild Show
The Radio Guild will present a
discussion program at 10:35 p.m.
Monday over station WHIZ. The
discussion will be concerned with the
"General Problems of the Possibility
of a Third World War." The show
will be produced by Jeanine Wortman
and Mike Boyd, members of the Radio
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Where's your jingle?
It's easier than you think to
make $25 by writing a Lucky
Strike jingle like those you see
in this ad. Yes, we need jingles
—and we pay $25 for every one
we use! So send as many as you
like to: Happy-Go-Lucky, P. 0.
Box 67, New York 46, N.Y.
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AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CIGARETTE*
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A Corrected Correction
In the Senate stor ia the Jan.
15 Maine Campus, a report was
made that Preston (Duke) Walters IA as chairman of the constitution ettttt mince. The statement was made during the Senate
meeting but later corrected that
Walters was not the chairman although the correct'
was not
made from the floor and therefore was unknown to the reporter.
You know it, sure. Maybe your
friend does. too. To have everybody
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Bea4 acts
BY KEITH RUFF
Looking back at Saturday night's
Maine-UConn court tussle, we can't
help but praise the stubborn Bears for
their outstanding play against the
highly touted Huskies. The Rankinmen lost to Coach Hugh Greer's powerhouse 87-66 at Storrs during their
Christmas recess jaunt—this 21-point
spread was certainly closed up last
Saturday. As we saw it, the only thing
that beat Maine was Connecticut's
benchful of talented reserves. UConn
Captain Lou Orlando, Worthy Patterson and Gene King, all members of
the starting five, came back into the
game in the last quarter completely
rested to overcome Maine's lead.
While this talented trio was resting, a
raft of capable Husky subs were in
there keeping the pressure on the
tiring Bears.

Page Ni,ie

Track Team
Gets Set For
BU Runners

Curtis' Men Set
For Another Run
With Colby Club

A great improvement in snow conditions is needed if Winter Carnival
ski events are to go off as scheduled
this week end.
Ski coach Ted Curtis stated as the
Campus went to press, "Present conditions are very poor; and if it doesn't
After absorbing their first setsnow, the meet will be canceled." The
back of the season to a strong
cross country meet is tentatively set
New Hampshire track combine,
for 10 a.m. Saturday and the jumps
the Black Bear cindermen will
as 3 p.m.
take on the powerful Boston UniBegins Friday
versity Terriers at the field house
Events are slated to get underway
Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
at the ski slope Friday afternoon. The
Last year, the Terriers humbled the
meet, which begins at 1:30 p.m. will
Bears, 711
/
4-54/
1
4, in a thrill-packed
include varsity as well as intramural
contest that saw seven meet records
ski competition. Events for the intrabroken and a new field house record
mural competitors will include the
*
*
*
established. B.U. weightman, Cliff
down hill, slalom, and jumping events.
Up until Saturday's game we alBlair, set the new field house mark
Men will compete in all three events,
was thought that our own Coach
when he came up with a 48-foot 43
while women participants will vie for
/
4Rankin was the calmest basketball
inch heave of the shot put. Maine's
novice and advanced honors in the
mentor we'd ever seen. Rome never
"Coke" Haskell was the only Bear
downhill and slalom. The varsity will
seemed to get upset or rattled durtrackman to break a record when he
face Colby in the jumping events.
ing a close game and never jumped
cracked the meet mark in the 1000The
Saturday morning at 9:30, the meet
lad
in
the
scotc
up to jaw at the officials. In fact,
h plaid
yard run.
shorts is Carleton MacLean, will end with cross country, ski
we were about to nominate him as
Speedy Maine guard, Keith New Hampshire Wins
shown here winning the Charles dashes, and novelty ski races. Men
"the coach least likely to get ulcers." Mahaney, goes up for a buckSaturday, Coach Jenkins' tracksters
will compe
After watching UConn Coach Hugh et against Connecticu
t. Ma- gave the New Hampshire Wildcats a Rice 2-mile run. "Mac" got dashes, andte in cross country and
Greer, however, we've decided to haney clicke
d for 14 points but lot of opposition but fell behind in the back into varsity togs last week snowshoe women will participate in
withhold judgment on the whole the
and skating races. Saturpowerful UConns won, last few events to lose. 69-57. The and won the 2-mile run against day's women
thing. All during the first three
's skating race is a new
New
Hamps
hire.
76-66
.
Photo by Meinecke Jenkinsmen grabbed eight first places
addition to the annual skiing events
quarters when his Huskies were
.
in the 14-event meet but the Wildcats
Photo by Meinecke Fraternities will battle
trailing, Greer looked about as calm
it out for points
cleaned up on second and third place
to be added to their total toward
and composed as a patron of the
the
finishes and swept two events.
all-point trophy.
opera. Only in the last quarter
Bill Calkin was the top man in the
NI hen
Connecticut elo,ed the gap
Varsity To Race
meet with wins in the high and low
and went ahead did Greer show any
Coach Curtis' varsity ski team, fresh
hurdles and 300-yard run and a secsign of excitement. He protested a
from winning the Colby Winter Carniond in the 50-yard dash for a total of
couple of decisions late in the game
val quadrangle meet last week
end,
18 points. Calkin's 5.9-second effort
but didn't look very excited even
will attempt to keep its record clean
in the high hurdles set a new meet
then.
Operating without the services of when it opposes Colby again in a
dual
record and his 7.5-second finish in
* « *
two
of their top point getters, the ski meet here Friday and Saturday
Maine's Pale Blue hoop team the low hurdles tied the meet mark.
At the Maine-New Hampshire track
Smooth-striding Carleton MacLean Maine yearling tracksters ran wild at during the Maine Winter Carnival.
meet we noticed at least one new face will journey to
Durham, N. H., returned to the cinder wars
At the Colby Winter Carnival meet,
and a couple of old, familiar ones.
after an the field house Saturday to swamp the
Colby
Deerin
led at the end of the first day
Satur
g
day
extend
to
cinder
play
ed
the
lay-off
squad
Unive
and
,
rsity
86-30.
ran away from
of
The new performer on Coach Jenkins'
Meet summary including only places but Maine overcame the four and a
track squad is Bill Meyer. Bill won New Hampshire in a return Yan- the opposition in the two-mile run.
Here are the summaries with Maine won by Maine men and winnin half point deficit Saturday by winning
the Charles Rice and Intramural high kee Conference game.
g the cross
places and winning heights, times and times, heights and distances:
country race. The Black
jump event for Lambda Chi two weeks
Rome Rankin's men are one up on distances only:
Bears
went
on to edge Colby 383.68
ago and has become a varsity track- the Granit
Pole Yank-1st. Harlow and Reare Staters by virtue of an
to 376.24. The University of Massa
Discus—swept by N.H. (131' ick (tie); 3rd,
man since then. Meyer made his 86-8d
Hartpence (11' 6").
win early in the season.
91/2"). Broad Jump—lst, Herzberg Discus—lst
chusetts finished in third place folvarsity debut a successful one by tak, Werner (94' 51
/
4").
The Rankinmen anticipate a rough (21' 83
lowed by the University of New
/
4"). Hammer Throw—swept Broad Jump—
ing top honors in the high jump
Ist. Dow; 2rd, HartBrunswick.
1
4"). High Jump- pence (19' 3"). High Hurdl
against the Wildcats with a nifty 5 ft. game from the aggressive Wildcats by N.H. (49' 11 /
es-2nd.
10 in. leap. Two other top-notch v.ho have the home floor advarttage 1st. Meyer (5' 10"). Pole Vault-3rd. Hartpence; 3rd, Rearick (7.0). Ham- Irish Leads Field
trackmen have returned to the cinder plus high scoring Johnny Parker who, C. Smith and Lincoln (tie) (12' 3"). nocr--Ist, Werner (43' 9/
Bob Irish was the top point pro1
2"). 50wars. Ace two-miler, Carleton Mac- if he doesn't foal oet during the game, Shot Put-1st. Bogdanovich (45' Yards Dash—let, Claxton (5.9).
ducer fer Maine winning the ski
One
ss
8").
67
/
i1
High
provid
e
Hurdl
scoring pains for coach
re—lst, Calkin Mil"-1st. Furrow, 2nd,
Lean, is back in track togs after being
Hanson meister trophy for the second conout for some time. Mac served notice Rome Rankin and company most of (5.9) (meet record). 50-Yards Dash (4:50). Shot Put-1st. Werner (46' secutive year.
Irish took first place
—1st.
Nielso
I
the
night.
n;
2nd,
In
the first meeting of the
Calkin (5.7). 41 ri"). 600-Yards Run-2nd
that he hasn't accumulated any rust
. Mor- in the slalom, was edged by Brooks
during his lay-off when he ran away two clubs, New Hampshire kept with- One Mile Run-2nd, Perry (4:31.3). rill; 3rd, Ervin (1:21.1). Lew
Hur- Whitehouse of Maine in the downhill,
from the opposition in the two mile in striking distance of the Black Bears 600-Yards Run-2nd. Haskell; 3rd, dles-1st. Hartpence: 3rd, Rearick and took
fifth place in both the jump
Tiede
man
(1:17.
4). Two-Mile Run (8.5). 1000-Yards Run-1
event Saturday. Another returnee is until Parker exitel via the foul route
st, Han- and cross country.
—1st.
MacLe
an
(9:52.
in
the
4).
Low
third
Hurperiod
Ron Herzberg, a classy broad jumper.
.
son: 2nd, Furrow; 3rd, Ervin (2:26).
Wes Scrone performed brilliantly
Ron came back to win the broad jump
The Bears will switch to State Series dles-1st, Calkin; 2nd. Touchette 300-Yards Run-1st. Claxton; 3rd, in the cross
country by copping first
(7.5)
(tied
meet
record
).
1000-Ya
rds
against the boys from Durham.
Hoope
r (34.1). High Jump—lst, first place
play next Wednesday when they face
in
57
minutes, seven minutes
Run-2n
d,
Haskel
(2:21.
l
7). 300- Hartpence. Rearick and Dow
While on the subject of track, Colby's talented Mules at Waterville.
(tie) before second-place Lehan Edwards.
Yards Run—lst, Calkin (32.9).
(5'
4").
we'd like to congramilase Rill Calkin Colby squeaked by Maine 87 to 86
Ralph Chase added more laurels for
on his fine performance against at the first of the season, but widened
Maine by making the longest standthe
New Hampshire last Saturday. Not
point spread somewhat here at
ing jump. Chase leaped 105 feet
only vas Bill high point man in the Memorial Gym in a second contest.
breaking the old record at Farmingmeet but be also set a new meet After Maine's performance against
ton's Sugar Loaf Mountain. The meet
record in the high hurdles and tied Connecticut Saturday night, the outwas moved to Farmington because of
BY MOE HICKEY
the old meet record iti the low hur- come of the third Bear-Mule contest
cently set back Corb 3, 63-54, while a lack of snow at
Waterville.
dles. Coach Jenkins' Sophomore is anybody's guess.
A last minute basket gave Phi Mu North Dorm 7 downed SHHH
Also figuring in the Maine win were
, 54-50.
flash took firsts in the high and low
Delta
a close 56-55 win over Kappa Monday night. The Grads are
Saturday night's game saw the
also on Pete Edwards in cross country and
hurdles and 300-yards run and fin- UConns, leadin
g Yankee Conference Sig and enabled Phi Mu to vault into the heels of the pace setters. They standing jump, and Bob Upton
in
ished second to Cliff Nielson in the contenders, finally
overhaul the Bears first place in the Fraternity division walloped North Dorm 6, 74-47, this down hill and slalom.
50-a arid. davh—this gave him a i.i the fourth
of
the
Intram
ural
Basket
week.
ball
league
period after trailing for
.
%hopping total of 18 points for his three
Kappa Sig, league leaders for the
quarters of the game. The
FRATERNITY DIVISION
aftern tttttt'swork.
Huskies' reserve strength wore down most part of the season, are now tied
Team
* * *
Won
Lost
Maine's iron men, and the visitors with up-and-coming SAE. Each club
PMD
Since we're throwing posies around, printed ahead
8
0
early in the last quarter sports identical nine win and one loss
KS
BY PEGGY GIVEN
we'd better let one go in the direction to win
9
1
records.
76-66.
SAE
of Wes Scrone, crack cross country
9
1
Beta disposed of Lambda Chi, 50This week end, the women's winter
Despite a three week layoff, the
Beta
7
man on Ted Curtis' ski team. Wes
'2
44, to cling to its spot in fourth place.
sport
competition will be held as part
Bears
gave
a
ATO
top-no
tch performance ATO
6
beat out a field of more than 50 cross
3
defeated Theta Chi, 53-44, to
of the Winter Carnival activities.
PKS
Win8
country skiers at Lyndonville. Ver- until fatigue took its toll in the latter remain in fifth place.
4
ners and participants will earn points
NON
mont. two weeks ago to win the East- stages of the game. Maine's close
-FRA
TERN
ITY
DIVIS
ION
In
dormitory play, Dunn 2 is pulling
for their dorms toward the dorm
cup.
ern Intercollegiate and State of Maine teamwork enabled the Bears to main- away from the pack
American League
Mickey Malkin. Joan Sturtevant.
in the American
tain
a
seven
point
advant
Team
Intercollegiate titles. Last Saturday at
age at one League. They
Woo
Lost
and Jane Ingraham have received
whipped Central Oak
their
Dunn 2
the Colby Winter Carnival, Wes again stage of the fray.
6
0
Monday night, 49-41, for their sixth
ratings as intramural basketball
offiNewman
Johnny Norris boosted his point consecutive
came through with a first-place show5
1
cials. The judge was Miss
win. Newman kept a
Betty
Dunn 4
ing in the cross country run finishing average with a healthy 25 point output game off the
4
2
Friedler, physical education teache
pace by dumping the
r
Dunn 1
almost eight minutes ahead of his hich gave him individual scoring Cast Offs,
4
2
at the Garland Street Junior
49-43. Dunn 1 upset Dunn
High
Dunn 3
closest competitor. Ski. Coach Ted honors for the night. Bob Nixon and 4. 54-41.
3
3
School in Bangor and past presid
Monday night and now the
ent
Caq offs
Curtis has every reason in the world Keith Mullaney also hit double figures two clubs
2
4
of the Maine WA A.
are deadlocked for third
for feeling good about the whole thing for Maine. Mullaney, a crowd plcaser place.
National League
Due to a conflict in dates, it
has
because Scrone is only a Sophomore. all season, electrified the audience
Team
Won
Lost
been necessary to postpone the
In the National League North Dorm
Penny
Just Jottings: John Norris has v,ith his baseball heave from midND
5
6
0
Carnival until April 11.
5 is in the sunberth with a clean six
raised his point average to 24.0 as a; court which swished cleanly throug
ND 7
5
1
Schedules for the ping-pong single
win slate while North Dorm 7 is
s
result of his 25-point output in the the nets just as the buzzer soundedh right
Grads
5
1
tournament and class basketball
on
their
heels
with
a
five
win
and
tournConnecticut game..
Corb 1
c: ding the third period.
4
1
ament practices have been posted
one loss ledger. North Dorm 5 reon
Corb
3
3
the dorm bulletin boards.

Bears In Second
Test With UNH
Saturday Night

UNH Cindermen
Hand First Loss

Cub Thinclads
Down Deering

Within The Walls

I Women's Sports
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Students Scale Fraternities Dominate Handball Non-Fraternity All-Stars To Meet Frash Cagers
Snowy Summit League With 14 Teams Entered
fraternities are entered in the intramural handball
For First Ascent leagueFourteen
which commenced after semester finals. The fraternities are

The non-Fraternity A 11-S tars track meet on Saturday afternoon.
trounced the Fraternity All-Stars, 75Braley with 28 points was the big
65, last Sunday and earned the right gun for the Non-Fraternity All-Stars
to play Bob Hollway's Freshman court and was backed up by Sundin with a
crew in a Carnival Week-End feature 13-point output.
this Saturday.
Burlingame of Sigma Chi and BryThe Frosh vs. All-Stars Game will ant of Lambda Chi paced the Fraterentered
only
dormitories
The
divided
into
north
and
south
leagues.
A legend is provincial; its interest
be played right after the Maine-B.U. nity hoopsters with 18 and 14 points
vested in the people of that area in four teams which comprise a second division.
Each team will play every other•
which the legend is said to have occurred. But to four out-of-state stu- once in their respective leagues. At Lloyd Erskine and Bob Kellogg kept
dents of this University, the legend of the conclusion of the schedule the top pace with triumphs over SAE and
Donn Fendler's nine days of lonely
Delta Tau.
peril on the slopes of Mt. Katandin north team will play off the leading
Three matches are on tap at the
chamfor
the
fraternity
south
club
has now become a reality.
halfway
mark Monday starting at 7
pionship, and the winner of that game
Determined to be the first group will meet the dormitory champ for p.m.
to scale the mountain this year, a the campus crown.
Samples shown and orders
group of four Black Bear foresters—
In games played so far, Phi Mu and
Joe Mawson, Bud Weiland, Walt Rule
taken at Carnegie Lounge
ATO are setting the pace in the south
(Phi Gamma Delta), and Pete Wilson
league with two wins apiece. Clay
(Phi Eta Kappa)—completely defied
on Wednesday afternoons
Coach Harold (Tubby) RayBeal and Dan Folsom teamed up for
superstition by striking out for Milliannounced
this
week
that
and
Phi
mond
Sig
Ep
victories
over
Phi Mu
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
nocket Lake last Friday the 13th for
Kap. ATO's Gene Drolet and Dave infielders and outfielders for the
the first leg in a journey that proved
Bates whipped Tau Ep and TKE by '53 squad are now practicing in
as perilous as it was rugged.
the Field House.
handy scores.
$5.00 Deposit with all orders
At the Lake front they were met by
Any men interested in trying
Phi Eta and Theta Chi are vying
Eugene Legassey, who piloted the for the sunberth in the north league out for these positions are urged
Your Campus Agent
troupe 15 miles north to Katandin each with a pair of wins. Keith Ma- to report as soon as possible to
Paul Marcoux
Lake at the base of Maine's most haney and Bob Stevens of Phi Eta Coach Raymond in the Field
Delta Tau Delta Tel. 6-3665
widely known mountain.
full-time
Sigma
Nu
that
over
in
order
victories
House
up
picked
First Time
and Kappa Sig while Theta Chi's practices may be carried on.
Here the boys donned snowshoes
for the first time and in snow, which
they estimated at three feet, began a
seven mile trudge north to Roaring
Brook.
Helen Taylor, Baxter State Park
supervisor, back on the job after a
short illness, met the students at
Roaring Brook and checked their
destination.
"To Chimney Pond," was the reply
and with that they sloughed out for
the pond site three miles up the
mountain.
Friday night the foresters huddled
• .
•
• . •
;:".•
close together in a shack along the
pond front. But striking out again
Production Supervisor Robert B. McCue (at
early Saturday morning (Valentine's
right), B.S. in Ch. E., West Virginia '38,
JOB WITH A FUTURE—
day), they continued their rugged
and plantlaboratory shift-leader J.P.Quarks,
ascent using ice axes, crampons, and
B.S. in Ch. E., Lehigh '38, discuss analysis
rope.
of a product sample.
By noon time, when the peak had
been reached, the boys reported a
changes in company policy and asblizzard blasting across the bluff of
suming responsibility for their safety
the mountain. But they signed the
and morale.
famous "Mount Katandin Register,"
The unusualproblemsencountered
and after a brief rest and a view of the
in"Mycoban"production are largely
surrounding territory, began to dedue to the seasonal nature ofits sales.
sccnd the slope.
Its greatest use is in the hot, humid
Ilardly Distinguishable
months, or from late spring to early
It has been reported there are four
fall.
For this reason:
trails leading to the top of the mounVaried experiences in a Du Pont chemical plant
tain, but once the timber line has been
1. Production and warehouse invenfit young engineers for higher responsibility
passed the trails arc hardly distinguishtories of "Mycoban" must be careable.
fully balanced against salesforecasts.
As was pointed out in the last issue of ting costs through the better use of
The four foresters began to deThe supervisor gathers necessary
the Digest, Du Pont's many product equipment,instrument controls and
scend the North Basin slope, or the
background information for this opback side of the mountain. Don
lines afford men interested in pro- raw materials.
eration.
Fendler. a 12 year old boy who spent
duction supervision experience in a
Thesupervisor works hand in hand
2.Production needs,including mannine days trying to find his way down
wide variety of operations.
with the plant technical section tothe mountain, reported taking this
power, equipment and materials,
For a better idea of what the work ward these goals. He also keeps himsame trail in the latter part of July
must likewise be planned to meet
involves,let's consider a specific case self informed on technological and
1938.
sales forecasts.
—the production of "Mycoban" so- economic trends affecting production
"It was not until we had come down
3. Maintenance, including a yearly
dium
and calcium propionates, in- and sales, finds explanations for outsome four and one half miles that we
hydrostatic test of the plant, must
hibitors used by bakeries to extend of-line costs, and prepares plans and
realized we had taken the wrong
be scheduled with the plant maintrail," the group said. But rather than
the mold-free life of bread and other estimates f3r increasing production.
tenance supervisor for the minimum
grope around for an alternate route,
baked goods.
Such work obviously calls for a
interference with peak-season prothey retraced their steps to the mounMany ofthe problemsencountered sound technical background. In adtain's peak, found the correct trail,
duction. Emergency maintenance
in the manufacture of "Mycoban" dition, however,considerable adminand managed to return to Chimney
must be kept down by carefully
are similar to those arising in the istrative ability is needed. A superPond before darkness had set in.
planned preventive maintenance.
manufacture of any Du Pont chemi- visor must be able to supervise. His
Here they improvised lodgings and
As you can see, production supercal. There is the same continuing duties include keeping people under
began to cook supper.
visors have a broad field of activity
effort to improve quality, while cut- him informed about long-range
"The drifts around the pond were
at Du Pont. The experience gained
about 15 feet high," Mawson reported.
in
this job will prepare an ambitious
"And it was so cold that the food
man for advancement to positions
froze to my plate as soon as I took
of still higher responsibility.
it out."
But after another frigid night in the
small shack, they struck out for
YOU'LL WANT to read "Chemical EnTogue Pond Sunday morning about 12
gineers at DuPont." Explains oppormiles below. Here Weiland and Rule
tunities in reseoreh, development,
went ahead to Katandin Lake where
product ion,sales, administration and
they were met by their pilot who flew
management. For copy, write: '2521
them back to their car at Millinocket
Nemours Building, Wilmington, Del.
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Lake.
With the snow falling too heavily
for further air travel, Weiland and
Rule drove up to Togue Pond where
they picked up Mawson and Wilson.
After warming themselves at Millinocket, the four foresters began their
return trip to the Orono campus Sunday night with a tale of adventure to
he told and, perhaps, an ear for a
legend still to be heard.

aU 'MINT
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
. THROUGH CHEMISTRY
Process Control Engineer W. L. Morgan (at left), B.S. in Ch., West Virginia Wehleyan '37,
observes packing characteristics of"Mycoban"powder as it comes from the loading hopper.

Listen to -Cavalcade of America." Tuesday lir,;hts on
NBC—See It Every Other Wednesday on NBC TV
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